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DIRECTIONS 
 
We are located at 674 Nowra Road, Moss Vale, which is 6.74kms from the junction of 
Illawarra Highway and Nowra Road, just outside Moss Vale.  
 

 If coming from Moss Vale, entry to the property is after you come around a 
large sweeping bend to the left and shortly after you come under the tree 
canopy.  
 

 If coming from Fitzroy Falls, we are on the left, just under 1km after Redhills 
Road and opposite “Daisy Hill”, #677. 

 
The electric gates have a push button that opens them. They will closely automatically 
after being open for a minute.  
 
After entering, please follow the driveway straight ahead to the stables at the back. 
WE ASK THAT YOU RELAX AS YOU MEANDER UP THE DRIVEWAY. PLEASE RESPECT 
OUR 10KM/H SPEED LIMIT, SLOW YOUR BREATHING AND START YOUR EXPERIENCE 
POSITIVELY  . There is ample parking up at the stables. 
 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF BOOKINGS 
 
Please refer to our terms and conditions which are publicly available at www.eurekahorsewisdom.com.au/costs 
and https://www.soowoods.com.au/appointments  

DISCLAIMER 

Equine Therapy sessions : Soo will facilitate and guide your experience with the horses. She is not here to act in any medical capacity. 

Horse-partnership : Soo will teach, guide and suggest. She does not act with force and reserves the right to stop work with any horse 
should the situation prove potentially harmful to anyone involved. 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

We ask that, both for your own and their safety, you respect our rules regarding our horses. 

Regardless of your reason for attending, when making a booking you are committing to your own journey/ learning and to Soo as your 
healer / teacher / counsellor / coach.  From a place of respect, we ask that where possible you provide at least 48 hours notice should you 
need to cancel or rearrange the appointment. Within 48 hours, a 50% fee is charged. Should it be within 24 hours you will be responsible 
for the cost of your session/lesson. As I’m sure you can appreciate, this is with respect to us and to other clients who may have wanted 
your appointment. 

CANCELLATION POLICY 

A cancellation fee of 100% applies for cancellations made less than 24 hours in advance, or in case of no-show. A cancellation fee of 50% 
applies for cancellations made less than 48 hours in advance. No cancellation fee applies for cancellations made more than 48 hours in 
advance. 

The email you have received for your booking will advise any required paperwork.
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EQUINE THERAPY aka EQUINE FACILITATED LEARNING (EFL) SESSIONS 
 
WHAT TO WEAR/BRING 
 

 Sturdy shoes with toes covered (no thongs, sandals. slip ons).  
 We recommend comfortable clothing and protection against sunburn, cold and wet. 
 The weather in the Highlands can change rapidly so layers are a good idea as well as wet weather gear, 

hats, gumboots if wet. 
 Bum bags can be used to carry essential medication (eg puffers) 
 No loose jewellery (best to remove necklaces, bracelets, rings) 
 Please secure flapping coats, cardigans or other loose clothing 
 We suggest tying up long hair 
 No cameras or bags over your shoulders or around your neck 
 Insect repellent is helpful in the summer months. 
 A notebook may be useful to jot notes and observations down after the session but is not essential. 

 
OTHER ADVICE 
 

 You may feel tired or in need of quiet, personal space following your session. We recommend organising 
the booking on a day you don’t have too much on afterward. We have a comfortable client room 
available for you before / after your session where you can make a cuppa and sit and reflect on your 
session if you wish. 

 Please ensure you drink plenty of water before and also after the session. 
 Things may come up for you during the session and/or during the following hours / days /weeks. You may 

want to talk to someone about what comes up. Who do you trust and can turn to? Partner, parent, 
counsellor etc?  

 
 
HORSE RIDING / HORSE-PARTNERSHIP  
 
WHAT TO WEAR 
 

 Riding boots or boots with a flat sole and some sort of heel 
 We suggest a sleeved shirt to prevent sunburn and scratching from branches (if we ride out) 
 Long trousers : nothing too baggy nor too tight/restrictive 
 If needed, we have a variety of helmets 
 Please secure flapping coats, cardigans or other loose clothing 
 Please tie up long hair 
 No cameras or bags over your shoulders or around your neck 
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